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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: PEARCE, MICHAEL

Age if under 18: Over 18 (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: POLICE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 2 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: Date: 03/10/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0 (supply witness details on rear)

On Tuesday 13th June 2017 I had been warned by duties to be part of an aid serial 991C L3 for Counter

Terrorism patrols between 18:00 hours and 02:00 hours on Wednesday 14th June 2017. Also on the

carrier was Acting Police Sergeant Chris WATTS 722YR, Darryl SMITH 299YR, Mu IBRAHAM

1654T, Heidi ESPIE 329YR, Jason SMITH 868YR and Cliff PRICE 279YR.

At the briefing we were assigned the area of Covent Garden in central London. I had been partnered with

Darryl SMITH 299YR throughout the shift. Towards the end of the shift at approximately 00:30 hours on

Wednesday the 14' June 2017 we all met back at the police vehicle. Shortly after I learnt that we had

been asked to await further instruction rather then head back to Haringey borough. We were then told that

we were needed to assist a major incident on another borough where there was a serious fire and parts of

the building where falling off. On route the seriousness of the incident became more apparent. At one

point on route, despite being some considerable distance from the incident we could see a tower block a

blaze. We arrived with numerous other emergency services vehicles and we were soon directed to various

different locations on foot around GRENFELL TOWER. I was positioned with Heidi ESPIE 329YR on

BOMORE ROAD W11 at the Junction with TREADGOLD STREET W11. To start with there was

confusion as to what they wanted us to do at this location. We initially stopped member of the public

coming up TREADGOLD STREET W11 in the direction of the tower. Approximately an hour later we

were asked to continue this but also stop members of the public coming from GRENFELL ROAD W11

heading towards the Leisure Centre. I was told this was where bodies were being taken. As the night

progressed more and more people were trying to get through concerned for loved ones and asking where
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the occupants were being taken. We were directing people to a sports club and a church which where

sheltering the victims. However many would return having not found those they were looking for. It was

a horrid and tense time. Occupant of the household were bringing out food, water and clothing for those

who had managed to get out of the building but there was nowhere for these goods to be kept. I knew that

initially there had been advice to stay in the flats but that this had changed to get out if you can. I heard

this over my personal radio to inform members of the public that may still have contact with anyone

inside. I also knew that the fire brigade were having difficulties getting above a certain floor. I could not

see the Tower from where I was because there was a building obstructing it. However I could make out

the smoke. Soon after we arrived at this point several fire engines had parked up by us. It made

controlling this area very difficult. Some people were waiting for other members of the public to occupy

myself and Heidi ESPIE 329YR before simply running through. There was no crime scene log. It would

not have been manageable. Later in the night cordon tape arrived. However, groups of members of the

public would now run through the tapes knowing two officers could not stop them all. At approximately

09:30 in the morning, I was relieved from the position. I cannot recall who from but it was someone from

the same serial. From the refreshment van I could see the devastation. It was a cold feeling looking at the

building knowing that there were potentially hundreds of people who had lost their lives. I could see that

the water pumps only reached up a quarter of the way up the building and that there were still explosion

going on as windows would burst out and flame would engulf yet another room. The fireman were

slouched on the ground exhausted with dazed expressions. There was a sense of helplessness at this point.

I was keen to continue to help were I could and returned to my original post. Even at this point I don't

think there was a log book. I was surplus here but was told we were awaiting being replaced shortly.

There were supplies that needed taking to the church which I assisted with. Upon returning I saw officer

were replacing us and we were told to walk back to the carrier. This was at about 10:30. We then headed

to a debrief where support was offered. We then headed back to Haringey and I booked of at 1:45 on the

14th June 2017.
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